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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS

AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND:ATTITUDE

FranceS....Lawrenz

University of Minnesota*

The trend in teacher'aducation.today istoward a competency-performance

based instructional'system. Practically, this means'thatteacher education

should Involve more instruction on actually how to teach. In order to

accomplish this, the art and science 'of teaching must be critically:

examined and the effective teacher characteristics carefully identified.
.

Whenever possible the characteristics contributing to effective teaching

. must be desCribed in behavioral terms so that novice teachers may emulate
1

them and hopefully become effective teachers themselves.

Before these behaviorscan be identified, the-criteria of-successful

teaching mUst be determined. As Peck and Tucker suggest in the Second-

Handbook of Research in Teaching,l-the ultimate test of teacher.

effectiveness should be its consequences fot students, Sinde two

-generally accepted, desirable-consequences of education are increased_in

studenc aCtiievement and improvetent in student' attitude, these could' serve

as criteria of successful teaching.. Therefore, teacher educatorr, should .

try to identify particularly those teacher characteristics that help

students achieve these goals.,

As summarized in the Second Handbook of.Research in Teaching,1 most

'recent studies relating teacher behavior to student-improvement have shown.

that specikicypes of teacher training do have an effect. These studies.

*This study. was supported by griint CW-6800 from the National Science
Foundation to the University. OfMinnesota.. Wsitrie W. Welch, Project Direbtor.
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:examined differences. between students of teachers who had a certain type.

of training and students of teachers who had not had it. While this type

of information is important, it is also necessary to determine some type of

ranking among the various teacher behaviors and some indication of how much.

these behayiots actually contribute to-student 'earning. :WithoUt knowledge

of the relative importance of the particular characteristics all would be_

stressed equally, whereas, with .this knoWledge teacher educators would:be

. : \
able-tb.concentrate their effotti On :studenE mastery of the more important

skills. This would provide for a more efficient use of time and energy.

The putpose of this investigation was to determine the extent of tile.

,

relationship between teacher characteristics and student outcomes and to

provide an indicatiOn of the ordet of importance among the teacher

I

ehar-ee-fet-is tics

Ptocedure. .

This study employed two statistical procedures to examine the-

relationships between student and teacher characteristics andto provide

information 'on the rank and contribution of the teacher variables, One

procedure. was-stepwise regression which providea an ordered linear

combination of.dePendent 'variables and a summary of the independent variable

variance- accounted for. The other procedure was canonical Correlation which

assesses the character of the relationship .between two. sets of variables.

While the regression examined one student outcome at a time, the canonical.

.

correlation provided information on the overall relationship between all

student Outcomes and all teacher charaCteristics.\ Because of the nature of

these procedures, this study was exploratoty rather than definitive, but

it may identify profitable areas :for more intensiVenontrolled research.-



The data:for. this study obtained from a stratified. random

.sample of 236secondary achers-fram^14 states of which 84 were

biology teachers, 111/were chemistry teachers, and.41 were physics teachers.

The 14 states were stratified city size and a percentage of the schools

from each population-and Were :,'idomlY selected. The selected science

teachers completed a questiOnnaire the National.Teachers Exam (NTE) in

Science (Educational Testing 'SerVice), the Science Process InVentory (SPI),2

and, the Sdienae Attitude Inventory (SAI).3". Each teacher randomly selected
, .

his classes to complete four instruments: the Learning Environment.

Inventory (LEI),
4

the Test on Achievement, in Science (TAP) compiled from

the released. National AssessMent of. Science items, the SPI and the SAI.

(

Table .1 lists the.reliabirities of the instruments of the study.

- Insert Tabled About Here-

In. order to make the -teachers-moreceptive to partiCipation, the

-testing was completed in one class period, utilizing the'randomized Aata

collection procedure described by.Walberg and Welc.
5

Under this. procedure/

the unit of-analysisiwas the class mean score on each instrument._ The
/

response rate for .the initial request for participation-was -60 percent..

-nonrespondent study showed ho.differences betWeen the respondents and/the

non-respondents on several selected variables.
6.

The criteria selected for determining the contribution and rank of

theteacher characteristics were student.achievement and attitudei These

student attributes were measured by their scores on the'TAS,-SPI and SAI.
., .



TABLE 1

Instrument Reliabilities

Instrument

.

Method of ,Assessment Reliability

SAI Test-retest .93

SET: Kuder-Richardson#20. :90

TAS Kuder-Richardson #20. '.87

NTE Not Available .90

LEI (Goal Direction) Cionbadh`s.Alpha ..,85.

LEI (Formality) Crcnbach's Alpha
. .

.76

LEI (DemoCratic)
\

Cronbach' s Alpha. .67,



The next step is the identification.pf the teacher characteristics.

The two main requirements of studentsin teacher education programs are

courses in their prospective subject area and courses in teaching methods'.'

Apparently knoWledge.of subject matter and instruction in how to.teach are

believed. to help. Create better teachers. Therefore;the8e variables were

-.included., ,Knowledge of.subject matter was measured by teacher-NTE and SPI

',scores and number of credits in teaching methods was obtained from the
.

questionnaire

,Examination of preViode research suggested'two more teacher chatacter-

istics. Since several investigations have shown conflicting.results for

the effect of experience,adta on that characteristic which were obtained from

the-questionnaire were included.7'8'9 Student interest in science has,been

reported by Wynn.and Bledsoe10 to be affected by teachers. Therefore, teacher

scores on the SAI were also, included.

HOpefullY,,any -attempts at professional self - improvement,like attenaance,

at institutes, graduate work, participation in professional organizations,

. .

and use of classroom self-evaluation protedures,would.be positively related

to student learning. Items pertaining to these types of activities were

included in the qUestionnaire_and were combined to create a self-improvement

variable for this investigation.

The Second Handbook of Research in Teachinl
I

suggested that the social

-

climate -of the classroom is an important contributor to student butcomes.

In many studies the LEI has been 'proven'tO be a valid and reliable. instrument

,-for assessing this social climate. Two of its scales, Formality and Goal

__-
-Direction,'have.been-Shown-to be related .to teacher ,personality: A third

11



scale, .Democratic, seemed pertinent because'of-the current emphasis on

student controlled learning.' Therefore the class mean scores for these

three scales were included. as measures of teacher characteristics.

These' Considerations resulted 'in the nine teacher characteristics: NTE

score; SPI.score;. number of credits in teaching methods; number of years

of experience; SAI score; self-improvement score; Formality score; Goal

Direction score; and Democratic'score; which-were-correlated with the

student scores for the TAS, SPI and SAI,

Results

Tables 2, 3, and "4 show the order in which-the nine teacher variable&

contributed .to the student achieveMent (TAS and SPI) and attitude scores

.(SAI). .A.&showi by the.R square values, these teacher:characteristics,

accounted:for 23 to 32 perdent of the variance in the st.udezht scores.

Fairly low Raquare values were to be expected because of student variables
0

and perhaps some of the.varianCe could be explained by differences that

exist between the three science courses. Possible differences due to the

'type of course were investigated by repeating the analysis with the data

divided into biology, chemistry,. and physics classes. However, the results

showed no real increase in the R square *values; Teacher characteristics

seem to predict one-fifth to one-third f-the student variance..

Insert Tables , and 4 About Here

-.Each table containstwO sets of: F values.
.

.. /
/

.

One;:the Fya/lue for

. .:. : 7
coefficients is:the F value for the significance of,the individual B values

.1

for each teacher variableThe other F values, the F slue for inclusion,



TABLE2

Student Achievement (TAS)

GC1C1

acherCharacteristic Beta.

Standard

Error of. B

FValue,--for7-
/

i
.

Coeffftent-
F Value fo

B Squared Indlusion

Ire .34 .22 .07 11.401 .13 20.56t

Trovement .18 .11 .05 4.41t .20 16.881

_____!

mality -.33 -6.65 1.69 15.541 .25 14.701

it Direction .20 3.36 '1.54 4.761 .28 12.63t

)re -.16 - .01 // .01 2.60 .30 11.151

of Years Teaching Experience .14 .09 .05 (2.75 .32 T9.86t

)re .07 .03 .03 .74 .32 8.55t

of Credits Teaching Methods .03 .02 ,05 .17 .32 7..45t

nocratic .03 1.07 3.29 .11 .32 6,58t

)):f. .for numerator = for error =1.24.

numerator = rani of inclusion; d.f. for demoninator =.1244

'Significant at'p < .05.

9
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TABLE 3

Student Achievement (SPI)

eacher Characteristic Beta, B

re'

proVement.

malitdy -23

of Years Teaching xperience :.17

; \ss

1 Direction... '':< .16

re. -.05

.25 .33

re .04

f

nfiCredits Teaching Methods .04

odatic \ '.02

\.

.14

-§.49

.21

.5;52'.

-%01k

1.

03

71

Standard

Error .of B

F Value for

Coefficient*
,

. .

R Squired

.

F Value f

Inclusion

.14 5.341 .10 14.191 1 1

.11 1.51 .14 10.49t

3.66 6.741 .16
, 8.09t

.d 3.36 ..18 6.99t

3.34, 2.73 .20 6.48t

.10 :17 .20 5.42t

.07 .18 .20 4.64f

.10 .18 .21 4.05t

7:12 .06 .21 3.581

D.f. for numerator = 1;\d.f. for error = 124

D.f. for numerator = rank
\

of inclusion;

Significant at p <

for demonimator = 124.



TABLE 4.

-'Student

eacher'CharaCterisic ,Beta ./

ire

aproyement

are

.33 .33

.17 .16

.02

.21 5.41

-.19 -6.04

09 . 6

.06 .06

Credits qeaching Methods .05 .05

\

`.03 1.65,

al Direttion

rural

Dre

of Years Tsachipg Experience.

of

;Socratic

. StandSrd
. .

Ef for:.of B

F. Value for .

Sqnared

F Velue.for`.

'Inclusion *`'

.11 9.501 .08 11.57t

.08 3.561. .04 10.371

.01 5100t .17 8.571

2.53 4.57f. .19 7.50t

2.77 4.741 .21 6.99t

.06 1.06 .22 5.991-

09 .51 .22 5.201

.08 .37' .23 4.57t

5.40 .09 :23 4.04t

*..D.f. for numerator 1, 4J, for error .124.

. for numerator = rank of IncluSiont d.f: for dqnominator = 124.

Significapt aria.

13
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... , .

are the sequential values for the addition of -each variable to the

..-
i

-.°- :regressiOn'equation...-Draper and Smith
12

suggeted:that for a variable to
..:

be a good predictor its-g-value for inclusion. should-b 'fbilr times the value-.
.

10

for thedesired significance level.. Taking.both of these values into

'consideration; fout'variablescan be identified las the most important:

qelfimproveient, National Teacher Exam acorei-LEI scales ofFormality and

Goal Direction; and SCience Process Inventory.-scOre.'..

,te

-The first canonical Covariate' was significant at p There were

na'athers.thatwere significant. The canonical-correlation.betWeen the .1'

set of student characteristics and the set of: eacher charaCteriatict-Was
. .

.61;- Apparently:these two..seia are;related-to.each.other; -The coefficients

for the-canonical variabie-s--arepresented'in'Table 5.. It- should:be.noted.

;that; since the two student:achiement.measures were.negatiire,coefficienta

vary directly with student achievement and inversely with student attitude.-?,.

Because the attitude coefficient was low,, its relationships should b

viewed cautiously. ExaminatiOn of the teacher coefficientsyielded four
c

. Characteristics, the LEI scales of Formality and Goal Direction, Self-

\

improvement, and SPI score,: that were fairly highly related to the student

variables: With the exception mf NTE'scores,these were the same character--

istics identified bythe regreSsions.-

Insert Table 5 AboUt.Here

While the teachers .scote on the SPI Was the best predictor in the

three regressions,. it-didnot rate as .high on the canonical analysis. or in



.TABLE 5

Coefficients for the Canonical Variables

Student :Characteristics. Teacher Characteristics-

TAS 7.77 Formality .61
/

SPI /. Self-Improvement

SAf .14 SPI -.41

Goal Direction -.40

Years of Experience -.25

SAI

NTE

Teaching Methods Credits .08

Democratic -.07



the.: supplementary loregressins completed -for the individual science

courses.. Perhaps.there are some differencesamong the science teachers in

the different courses that affected their SPI'scores:-However, this

12

tea her characteristic was.,obviously 'highly related to student achievement

and-attitude and could be investigated further, perhaps through the Use-of '

,

_.-controlled. experiments within indiVidual sCiendecourses.----

,.

The two LEI scales provided interesting results. Aliparently a class

.,-

.that. is goal direCted has` igh student AchieveMent: This may be some
/

. .., ,

e videnc e;for the UsefulneSs o f.statingoTctives. Th e students might know
.

,, .

more about what is expected of them and, therefOre,. accomPlish. more.

However, thisgoal directing should hotipecome. formalized into strict

,

since_the:fOrmality scale showed an inverse effect °if:Student

achievement.

The situation regarding the relationship of student attitude to these

two scaleswas contradictory. Thecanonidatanalysis showed attitude-a6

directly'related to formality and inversely related to'goal direction,

:while the regression analysis provided the opposite.result. 13ecause the

canonical-attitude Coefficient vas. low; the, regression results were

probably more accurate.. The interpretation prOvided by theHregresaionalSo

. ,

seemed logical since a student-miiht'feel secure and therefore happy in a

gol,directed situation but restricted IrCa'too formalized one

A . ,

The self-improvement variable seemedto be the.moSt consistent.pre-
r

dictor. _It has several components but they were all related to-the teacher's

desire to improve himbelf within his profe,!sion. Its high relation to'-

.student outcotes was consisteni.with otheriesearch on teacher characteriatids,

which generally holds that the teacher''spersonalitY..is one of the most
.



significant teacher variables: relating to. student_ :Perhaps:

any'new.invesfigationa on teacher personality should contain-scales which

measure-desire for aelf-itliproVement:

By considering those teacher characteristics that were shown to be

most related:to stUdent:outComeg,an-iMage:Of the type of-teacher who is

. . .

likely: o have a elass.ofhighachieVing students emerges. The:word that
_ .

seems to best describe this type of teacher ie'Obifious.:, 'A teacher who

s ambitious would certainly rank- high' on the-prOfessional'self-improvement

riable. This extra work. improving teaching techniques, along with their

! °

usually high:SPI,atores,Could make the teacher more confident ofhis

teaching.ability-and.thereforaless likely'to'reciuire a strict, -fJrmalized,
. . . .

classrooM aMbiti.outi people have definite goalsqn

Alind that theTare striving. for It is possible -that this goal directedness

would carry Over-intOhe classroom. Further,-becaUge'ambitious,people

are likely-.to be:flexible'in,Order to take adVantage-of. any situation,

it is pos4ible:that the'clissroom situation they create would be less sti ct-

. -

and more apt to 13e,changeable.

- Conclusions.

In-general, this.explorationahowed-thattheaelected,teacher character-

'istics accounted for one-fifth to one-third of-the total variance'in student

scores. There are obvioUsly other variables, both student and teacher,that

could

'these

be used in,preaicting.

results to other fields

shown to differ from teachers

The readeris cautioned against generalizing
.

because science feathers and classeS

- 4,7%
and classes in other areas.

18



.What are therimplicationS for teatber educators? 1) They need to

14

Ydetermine hOW to instill a desire for self - improvement in their students:

..
.

The new teaches should be' proud of their professionand want to succeed at

/):They n d to considerthe,importance of the tYpe,of organizational
. . , .

_ .

patternthat th .newteachers will impose -on their classes, 4asSrdoms

shoUld'beioal directed butnOt too:strict. 3), They need to. insure that

'.-their-students have _arLadequate-background in'their specific field along.
-

with aliasic understanding of the underlying processes of,scienca\.

Some. areas in*lich further research tighthe profitable can b

fled. First, Of course, similar-investigations could be completed for

identi-

/

other-academic areas. A3ecause these science teacher characteiisticS have

been shown tO be
_ .

to student outcomes, a .logiCal next step.woUld be

to investigate ause'-effect relationships...For.:-exaMpie;. science student

scores on-achieVement and attitudeineasutes in high-and:low goal'

-directed or formal classes could be compared through the use ofF-tests
. _ .

Although teacher.SPI_score-was shown to berelated to student outcomes, its

,relatiOnship seems tobe.confounded.with a cIaSs effect; _POssible
- -

differences between the -various science

knoviledge. Of science processes should

BecaUsethe most- consistent- result was

- self-imprOVement 'with student outcomes,

classes and-their.teachers'

identified and investigated.

he relationship of teacher- desire for

. .

professional ambition levelsshould be compared.andthe 'various-components

classes with teachers Of different

that make up-this variable should be investigated individually.

\-
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